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About This Game

Master a collection of 46 challenging minigames, including parodies of famous games! Each game lasts just seconds, so act fast!

 Conquer a unique set of randomly-chosen minigames in each run!

 The farther you get in a run, the faster the gameplay (up to and including "ludicrously fast")!

 Unlock faster, more difficult game modes, including an endless mode!

Here are just some of the trials you'll face:

 Run to the right at supersonic speed! (blast processing optional)

 Enter a stranger's home and destroy their priceless pottery!

 Defend against waves of zombies invading your garden!

 Woo your waifu in the world's shortest dating visual novel!
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 Use a ball to capture a wild monster pal that fits on your pocket!

 Reload your shotgun before a demon brings about your DOOM!

 Don your best plumbing attire and jump, man!
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Abandoned stay clear. This game looks promising!

Like the other reviews, I'm impressed by what's been acomplished here by a two man team. It's a fun little arena style game, but
in it's current form is probably no more than a quick distraction than something I could play for hours. However, that doesn't
mean that I couldn't play this for hours once it's had some of the rough edges rounded out!. Very addicting! Runs smooth, good
time killer you can play if youve got a couple minutes to burn.. This game is a waste of money.. Do you like dinosaurs?

Do you like tower defense games?

Do you like dinosaurs that you can utilize in a tower defense game?

Do you like easy achievements that requires you to last 20+ hours in a game that is very repetitive?

If you answered Yes, Yes, Yes, and Yes!!! Then you know your answer. :)

7/10. Seems to be a paraphrase of Yume Nikki but with zero atmosphere or purpose.

The gameplay is just the player warping into tiny little maps about the size of the game window; and you walk a second to the
left or right to jump to a new map. The maps are filled with specific environmental assets which either give items or require
items to trigger something else. So it's just one big item fetch quest. Once the initial wonder wears off, it's just a chore of taking
whatever item to whatever thing to trigger whatever code to get a new item to do it all over again with but now on a different
random thing.

There's no story or anything, and the environments are just kind of inane pseudo-surreal whatever the developer could come up
with. The music and designs of the environments are alright, but since each environment is literally only the size of your screen
and you constantly are jumping between them; there's zero room for atmosphere or immersion. Because you are constantly
leaping to completely difference scenes with no thematic correlation.

It's slow too, the triggers on starting to walk and interacting with anything has a small delay on it. If you need to find a specific
asset you just have to dial until a map with it comes up on the preview. Wandering around, using every item you have on every
single thing since you have no idea what kind of combination it could make. Some of them are logical while others are not.

There's nothing interesting to read, there's no meaning to any of the worlds or items. And there's no gameplay of any kind it's
just collecting then using items. There is just no sense of purpose to the world or passion in its design, this game just seems to
exclusively exist as a shallow paraphrase of Yume Nikki. It feels like a paraphrase of Yume Nikki but meant for children.

I cannot say that I gained a single thing from playing this; it doesn't have any gameplay so it's not really fun, it doesn't have a
story or artistic vision to the world so it wasn't meaningful, and there's no cohesion to the different worlds so it wasn't even
immersive.

I wandered around for awhile, and it didn't take long before I had seen almost every map type. Then it just became me
wandering back and forth between areas I have found, using items on things trying to get some kind of reaction. Until I just got
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bored and stopped. I got nothing out of playing this, the hour I spent on it might as well have not existed at all.. I will actual eat
my knees on bosses I am badd :(
Thumback plz yuo done a game I paid real money allow more contente it is real good. I have this and the Inverness addon which
i bought together. However both add-ons rendered FSX un-useable. Im unable to load any flights. Stay clear until a fix is
released.. Boy. Oh Boy. What did they do to poor jack black???????????????????. A grean classic point-and-click adventure
with medium difficulty puzzles that are, for the better part of the game, very well designed and never go into moon logic
solutions. Varied environments to explore and a classical pure adventure Indiana Jonesian plot. An easy, solid recommendation!
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Storyline - 9/10
Combat System - 5/10
Graphic - 9/10
Music - 10/10

Overall, I say 8.5/10 not a bad game, I LOVE IT!. This game is playable, so ill give it that. The music is nice and so are the
particle effects, but that's about it. The dialog in the "story" is just horrible and the game is voice acted.... BY JUST FOUR
DIFFERENT NON-VOICE ACTORS! So the characters sound like they are in a cheesy high school play. I also think the HUD
and menu screens are unappealing and bland. Not to mention the game is hideously overpriced. It also is just generally not fun.
Like I understand that this indie game was made with love by a few collage students, but I still don't think this game is good
enough to win me over.. most underrated RPG on the market. i relly like the game. but being a casual gammer i woud relly like
a slower mode. its perfeckt for you get gut players. Flood of Light is a beautifully hand-drawn 2D puzzle game that serenades
the player with piano music while they travel through a city solving puzzles. Although the game is quite basic in regards to
gameplay, the audio and visuals combine to make a very enjoyable and overall relaxing experience.

My only critiscsm of Flood of Light is that although the game is in English, it is clear that it was not the devs primary language as
there are some small grammatical errors through-out. Not a big deal, just something to keep in mind if you decide to pick it up.

I would recommend Flood of Light to those who enjoy games like Journey and Abz\u00fb, or for someone who wants to relax
after a long day at work or school.. Awful full of bugs sloppy game....
The gamepad is not working with this "full controller supported" game..... One of my favourite kills for sure ! 10\/10. I've played
this idle game for a year now. This is not really a game. You just do quests, grind, and wait. Tactics and strategies are very limited.
It could be a hell of a battlefield with a few changes, but it is only relaxing. Whether you win or loose, it is the same. This game sets
up "routine checks" throughout your IRL days.. Overall a fairly enjoyable hidden object game. More challenging than most, even on
casual mode - it doesn't hold your hand like many others do.

Pros:
- challenging
- the hidden object scenes are more interesting than typical HOGs - you actually have to think instead of just randomly clicking like
in some.
- decent story - nothing special, but interesting enough

Cons:
- the map isn't very helpful. It an take a while to travel. I started using hints to travel to where I needed to go next because the map
wouldn't take me close enough.
- some of the items in the hidden object scenes are almost completely hidden under the list at the bottom of the screen. Makes it very
hard to finish some of them without using the hint.

Although there were a few frustrating moments, overall I enjoyed it, especially because it was more of a challenge than most other
games in the genre.
. it WAS absolutely worth it's $0.30
There is no sale now, but it will be, I suppose =/
so you can try demo... and add this game to wishlist waiting new sales

if you like demo, you also can search for up to -90% coupon in trading forum.
for one trading card... or even for free

One day to go!:
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Exciting times. V1.008 Update:
- First pass at a none AWS mode. This is mainly for players in China who can't access Amazon Web Services. It many also help
Linux users getting it working under wine.

. Update v0.4.6 - MARSH:

Hello juventurers,

this took way longer than expected, but here is Nita's and Snek’s newest adventure:
MARSH

Hope you enjoy it 

- JujiBla. FIND PANACEUM AND SAVE MANKIND!:
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Add the game to your wishlist to stay updated!

Since the dawn of time, humanity has searched for panaceum – a miracle medicine that can cure every known disease and even
overcome death. Sarah Pennington travels to a research facility in the heart of South America, invited by her mother – a
microbiologist – and immediately gets drawn into the whirlwind of dangerous adventures. Sarah’s mother gets kidnapped by an
old enemy, the Dragon Clan, which conducts secret experiments in the jungle and won’t hesitate to do anything to get the
miraculous plant that grants control over life and death. Will Sarah save her mother and find the mysterious plant?

http://store.steampowered.com/app/662190/The_Secret_Order_6_Bloodline/
. Small discounts list on our Games and Bundles! :):
Hello dear players! Today we have prepared for you small list of our games, which can be purchased with a good discount!

Games with discount:. v4.8 patch notes:
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Added Attack skill :
Blindfold ( Blinds the eyes of a girl in close range )
Chlorform ( Every girl around you sleeps )
. Update 1.0.3:
Changelog

- Ladder added to garage
- Less wild towing
- Added icons
- Fixed collider issues with the LongKing
- Less annoying intro
- Fixed tool dropping
- Placing parts fixed
- Garage door more user friendly
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